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The Text Encoding initiative is conceived as a standard system designed to let interoperability 
between different projects working on analogous topics. However, interoperability is sometimes 
not easy to reach due to the different interpretation of tags made by each project or group. Given 
the variety of tags, there are several concepts that can be easily identified for many projects, such 
as <msIdentifier> or <incipit>, which referent is pretty clear and recognizable. There are some 
other tags, however, which can experience multiple interpretations, limited by the content of the 
attributes that modify them. 
 
The case of Verse module is controversial, especially in its parts related to metrics, due to several 
issues: first of all, there are not many projects using the full set of Verse tags (most projects use 
<lg> and <l> and perhaps <rhyme> but do not add many more metrical and rhythmic 
information), and some of them complete the information related to specific kind of rhythms and 
stanzas using attributes and new customized tags. This situation makes it even more difficult to 
make poetry projects interoperable, which becomes a dream, especially after taking into account 
that many of the projects working in this area -such as metrical repertoires as The Cantigas de 
Santa Maria Database: http://csm.mml.ox.ac.uk/, Analecta Hymnica Digitalia: database on 
Medieval Latin poetry: http://webserver.erwin-rauner.de/crophius/Analecta_conspectus.htm, 
Bibliografia Elettronica dei Trovatori: http://w3.uniroma1.it/bedt/BEdT_03_20/, Le Nouveau 
Naetebus: database on French narrative Medieval poetry : http://www.nouveaunaetebus.elte.hu/ 
Répertoire de la Poésie Hongroise Ancienne (RPHA) : Repertoire on Medieval Hungarian 
poetry: http://rpha.elte.hu/ , MedDB: Lírica Profana Galego-Portuguesa 
http://www.cirp.es/pls/bdo2/f?p=MEDDB2, Corpus rhythmorum musicum (IV-IX secolo): 
database on Latin Medieval poetry accompanied with music http://www.corimu.unisi.it/, Skaldic 
poetry of Scandinavian Middle Ages https://www.abdn.ac.uk/skaldic/db.php , or Dimev: Digital 
index of medieval English verse: http://www.cddc.vt.edu/host/imev/record.php?recID=6768, use 
a variety of technological systems, mostly consisting of databases which do not tag their texts 
with XML. 
 
This paper presents a model to link poetry projects based on TEI tags. It consists of a theoretical 
schema of linked data, whose entities are extracted from the different tags used by the project 
REMETCA www.remetca.uned.es, the Spanish Digital Repertoire on Medieval Poetry, 
conceived and created on a TEI basis. This contribution wants to show how each tag of the xsd 
schema can be translated and transposed into RDF (following standards like Dublin Core for 
elements of the <teiHeader> such as <author> or <date>) and published later via linked data in 
order to create a macro-schema in which other poetical repertoires can see many of their terms 
identified with an existing category, which is equivalent both to a TEI tag and to a URI. 
In this translation from TEI to linked data, there are some tags which have quick and easy 
identifiers in standards like Dublin Core http://dublincore.org/ or CIDOC-CRM 
http://www.cidoc-crm.org/ (Eide & Ore 2007), but the main problem arrives when dealing with 
the tags of the Verse module, since there are no equivalents in other metadata systems and it is 
necessary to create a new entity (this is the case, for example of <met> or <rhyme>). Difficulties 
get bigger after looking at the different digital resources working on poetry, completely 
conditioned by their own literary traditions which have no equivalent in other literatures and a 
very different way of classification.  
 
Our proposal consists of an abstract system of entities and properties which can be “translated” 
and identified in the different poetical traditions and languages. This linked data model is 
represented in RDF in two levels: the abstract level in which TEI tags are transformed into 
“entities”, and each tag is supposed to have a possible translation into every literary tradition, 
and a “vocabulary” level, populated with controlled terms whose content varies depending on the 
different poetic traditions. The words of these vocabularies are equivalent to the content of the 
attributes in a TEI system, which varies depending on the project. This interpretation, which at 
the moment consists of a prototype represented as linked data using Webprotege software 
(Tudorache et al. 2011), is conceived at a double level equivalent to the structure of tags and 
attributes of the TEI. This representation of TEI tags will make it easier for poetry projects to 
identify their own needs and common fields and will let them to link their contents within this 
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